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“Clonter Opera does an amazing job each year putting on a complete production of a 

mainstream repertoire opera, in its own theatre, with young singers who are at the 

threshold of their professional careers. Its track record bespeaks its skill at talent 

spotting and the value of its away-from-the-hothouse environment in building skills for 

future star performers. 

This year’s La Bohème is no exception to its form... The set strikes you as soon as you 

sit down – Grace Venning’s design of a garret for the starving artistic young men … 

striking and evocative. 



Director Harry Fehr presents the story as Rodolfo, the main protagonist, returning to the 

attic in which those great formative experiences of his youth took place. So he enters 

the stage before the music starts, looking around and remembering. Everything seems 

to happen within his memories, and at the end the other characters slip away backwards 

through the doorways, like wraiths at the rising of the sun… 

The stark and bare third and fourth acts work brilliantly: in fact the last was one of the 

best acted endings to La Bohème I’ve ever seen.  

Movement and placings are well worked out, and at the same time we see young people 

facing, all unprepared, the reality of death and its ending of their dreams… But with 

Clonter it’s always the voices that are the thing, and here they have struck gold again.  

Estonian soprano Mirjam Mesak (Mimì) is surely a singing actress with a great future, 

and she effortlessly shone out over the biggest vocal ensembles and accompanimental 

textures. Russian Alexey Gusev (Marcello) is a natural actor as well as a very good 

baritone, and Lebanon-born Bechara Moufarrej (Rodolfo) has a refined, mature and 

flexible tenor. Connor Baiano (Colline) and Jolyon Loy (Schaunard) will have much to 

give in future, too, and Pedro Ometto (Benoit and Alcindoro) has a comic gift in the 

making. And Erika Baikoff gave us a Musetta with attitude, not so much a hardened 

cynic as a youngster blending aggression and naivety (very convincingly), and singing 

beautifully. 

The Clonter Sinfonia, led by Liz Rossi, played the reduced orchestration with fire and 

affection, and Clive Timms conducted with his accustomed sure hand and dramatic skill. 

He has been music director for Clonter for the last several years and its achievements 

under his care have been exceptional.” 

Reviewer: Robert Beale 

 
Letters and emails 
 
“I must express my undiluted joy for the emotion generated by last night’s performance... 
The direction and production were – to me a model of what is needed in opera – simplicity 
intelligence and clarity in the telling of a story.   The principal artists were committed and well 
prepared and with wonderful voices sang their hearts out to give an unforgettable performance iof 



this great opera.   One has heard many performances of La Boheme and yet when the piece is done 
as freshly and sincerely as this – it comes alive in a way many more elaborately staged and grandly 
sung performances do not…– it restored by joy in opera – much dimmed by many prententious, often 
stupid and over directed performances over the last thirty years.  Your policy of offering masterpieces 
such as La Boheme seems to me entirely sensible and justified.   … Thank you to all for this 
memorable evening.”  T A 
   
“Thank You for one of the most wonderful nights we have ever had at a theatre.  We are totally  sold 
the idea of Opera .. Amazing Emotional Evening What wonderful young talent.”   FF 
 
We loved the performance. I can't think how many 'Bohemes' I must have seen but this was 
one of the most moving. Having the middle-aged Rodolfo remembering his young life and 
love worked superbly, getting over the problem, at a stroke, of moving the action to the 
Café Momus and the Barriere. What a group of voices, alone and in ensemble. The quartet 
in the third act was outstanding. The surtitles were a delight. And what wonderful sounds 
Clive Timms coaxed from his orchestra…AB 

“One of the most engaging and beautifully sung performances we have seen”.  

“After finding myself crying by the interval I was sure it would not happen in the second part. I was 
crying even more though by the end … And I was not the only one of our group weeping. The voices 
were beautiful.”  DC 

“…the best La Bohème we have ever seen…  It was amazing to think most of the young cast had 
never before performed La Bohème, as they sang with great confidence and spirit. 
The quartets sung by the four male singers were superb and so too was Musetta. 
Their acting and fooling around was so cleverly devised and carried out. 
Brilliant all round! …Congratulations on a triumphant achievement” MH 
 
“Incredible talent and passion in an intimate and unique environment. Deep gratitude for a 
genuinely unforgettable night”. CG 

“Fabulous performance of La Boheme at Clonter Opera. We are lucky to have such art in 

#Congleton constituency, promoting young talent. Shame the Arts Council have cut their 

funding. Cllr Sam Corcoran  re-tweeted by Michael Unett,  Labour candidate for Alsager  
 

 


